CARGOSURE OCEAN OPEN CARGO POLICY

DESIGNED TO PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE FOR GOODS IN TRANSIT GLOBALLY

During transportation, shippers run the risk of goods being lost or damaged due to fire, flood, extreme weather conditions, or during loading and unloading. Vessels run the risk of sinking or burning, and air cargo has the potential for loss due to crashes.

Cansure's CARGOSURE OCEAN is a cargo insurance program designed to provide comprehensive coverage for goods in transit, including merchandise; whether being moved by ocean marine, air, or inland conveyances globally. It also provides coverage for goods in storage while not in the ordinary course of transit.

With strong marine expertise combined with industry-leading policy forms, you can be sure that Cansure has you covered.

For more information, contact your underwriter or send an email to: info@cansure.com
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